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LAW AND POLICY

Policies and practices
Fhat’ in Keneral terbs’ are your KoJernbent?s policies and practices 
reKardinK oJersiKht and reJiew of foreiKn inJestbentq

Switzerland is (still) pursuing a very liberal and open approach towards foreign investments. 
In principle, no signiqcant barriers or discriminatory measures apply to foreign investments 
in Switzerland, and there are as yet no generally applicable Swiss laws that prohibit or 
re’uire a systematic screening of foreign investments. Nonetheless, foreign investments in 
certain industries and sectors (such as banking services or owning or operating real estate 
properties) may re’uire government permission or approval. Further, although licensing 
proceedings usually do not distinguish between Swiss and non-Swiss applicants, the 
granting of licences in certain sectors such as telecommunications or nuclear energy to 
a non-Swiss person or entity (as deqned in the relevant act) may depend on whether 
reciprocal rights are granted in the home country of the relevant investor. In addition, certain 
permissions and authorisations are issued on a local (ie, cantonal or even municipal) level, 
and it needs to be assessed on a case-by-case basis as to whether the granting of this 
permission or authorisation depends on the applicantWs nationality, foreign residence or 
domicile. jith regard to currency exchange, no controls exist on inbound investments or the 
repatriation of proqts and capital on disinvestments.

Owing to SwitzerlandWs economic and political stability, transparent and solid legal 
system, reliable and extensive infrastructure and e3cient capital markets, Switzerland is 
a highly attractive destination for foreign investments. In addition to beneqting from these 
advantages, non-Swiss investors often receive speciqc tax incentives. The current tax regime 
allows all the 26 cantons (states) to set their own foreign investment attraction policies 
within a set framework. For practical pro5ect support, investors may also appreciate the 
assistance given by the cantonal economic development agencies. It is therefore hardly 
surprising that Switzerland is one of the worldWs largest recipients of direct investments 
and fre’uently used as a location for international head’uarters, trading companies and 
other entities coordinating international operations (principal companies, shared services 
and logistics centres, research and development facilities etc).

As foreign investment control regimes have become more and more common on a European 
and even international level, also in Switzerland discussions have started regarding the 
introduction of a Swiss foreign investment control regime. In May 2022, the Federal Council 
published a qrst draft of the Foreign Investment Screening Act (FISA) for consultation. Based 
on the results of the public consultation and the widespread skepticism about the proposal, 
the Federal Council decided in May 202: to substantially revise the qrst draft and to prepare 
for parliamentary review a substantially revised and shortened draft by the end of 202:. The 
law is not expected to enter into force before 202•.

Law stated - 17 November 2023

Main laws
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Fhat are the bain laws that directly or indirectly reKulate ackuisitions 
and inJestbents jy foreiKn nationals and inJestors on the jasis of the 
national interestq

There are currently no generally applicable Swiss laws that prohibit or re’uire a systematic 
screening of foreign investments on the basis of national interest and regardless of 
the industry sector concerned. The main Swiss laws generally governing (foreign and 
non-foreign) investments are;

K the Swiss Code of ObligationsV and

K the Swiss Federal Act on Cartels and Other Restraints of Competition (the CartA) and 
the Ordinance on the Control of Concentrations of Undertakings (together with the 
CartA, the Competition Law).

Other important laws speciqcally addressing foreign investments in speciqc sectors include 
the following;

K the Swiss Federal Act on the Ac’uisition of Immovable Property in Switzerland by 
Foreign Non-Residents, (the Lex Holler)V 

K the Swiss Federal Banking Act (the Federal Banking Act) and the Federal Act on 
Financial Institutions (the Financial Institutions Act, FinIA)V 

K the Swiss Federal Act on Telecommunications (the Telecommunications Act, TCA) 
and the Federal Ordinance on Telecommunication Services (OTS)V

K the Swiss Federal Nuclear Energy Act (the Nuclear Act, NEA)V

K the Swiss Federal Act on Radio and Television (RT1A)V and

K the Swiss Federal Aviation Act (the Aviation Act) and the Swiss Federal Aviation 
Ordinance (the Aviation Ordinance).

In the following sectors or industries, all (Swiss and non-Swiss) investors have to apply for 
a government licence and are, thus, sub5ect to review by the competent federal authorities;

K banking and qnancial institution servicesV

K postal servicesV

K the rail industryV

K commercial vesselsV

K the aviation industryV

K power and gas installationsV

K radio and television broadcastingV

K the war material industryV and

K the lotteries and gambling industry.

Law stated - 17 November 2023
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Scope of application
Eutline the scope of application of these laws’ includinK what Ainds of 
inJestbents or transactions are cauKht@ Hre binority interests cauKhtq 
Hre there speciOc sectors oJer which the authorities haJe a power to 
oJersee and preJent foreiKn inJestbent or sectors that are the sujgect of 
special scrutinyq

Most Swiss laws concerning investments or transactions in Switzerland make no general 
distinction between foreign and domestic investments and transactions. Most of the sectors 
where investors have to apply for a government licence to invest in are to some extent 
sub5ect to industry-speciqc regulation and, thus, any investment, whether Swiss or not, 
may be sub5ect to some form of o3cial approval or licensing re’uirement. Given that 
there is currently no Swiss law providing for a systematic investment screening of foreign 
investments, we will address below the main scenarios in these industries, in which the fairly 
broad notion of national interest may affect the outcome of a review, licensing or approval 
proceeding conducted by the competent authority.

The Lex Holler

The direct or indirect ac’uisition of real estate in Switzerland by non-Swiss investors is 
sub5ect to rather tight restrictions under the Lex Holler, in particular if residential or other 
non-commercial property is concerned. ‘ence, the ’ualiqcation of real estate as residential 
or commercial under the Lex Holler is key, as properties used for commercial purposes 
(such as o3ces, manufacturing facilities, warehouses and storage areas, shopping centres, 
shops, hotels or restaurants) can be ac’uired with few (or no) restrictions, while residential 
properties can only be ac’uired if an authorisation is issued. In practice, the competent 
authority grants these authorisations on rather limited grounds. Restrictions affecting the 
ac’uisition of commercial properties concern premises that (J) contain residential parts or 
areas, (2) contain land reserves on construction land, (:) are empty, or (4) are ac’uired in 
anticipation of a companyWs expansion in the short or medium term but with no concrete 
plans to build at the time of the ac’uisition.

The main goal of the Lex Holler is to prevent direct or indirect ac’uisitions of residential 
real estate by foreign or foreign-controlled companies. Both direct investments in real estate 
and the ac’uisition of even a single share in a residential real estate company are generally 
prohibited. Thus, the term /ac’uisitionW is deqned rather broadly under the Lex Holler and 
extends also to mortgage qnancings granted by foreign investors and banks (particularly, if 
certain loan to value thresholds are reached). ‘owever, in practice, there still exist ways in 
which foreign investments in residential real estate can occur, for example by setting up a 
5oint venture in collaboration with a Swiss partner who retains effective control.

EU and European Free Trade Association (EFTA) nationals with residence in Switzerland, as 
well as United Hingdom (UH) nationals with residence in Switzerland since before J Danuary 
202J and other third-country nationals with a valid residency authorisation (a C permit), may 
ac’uire residential properties without any restriction under the Lex Holler.

Finally, under the Lex Holler, the Swiss Federal Council is re’uired to prohibit a transaction 
involving real estate property if this ac’uisition endangered national policy interests. jhile 
statistics in this respect are conqdential and not publicly available, the Swiss Federal Council 
exerts its broad discretion 5udiciously and does not unreasonably re5ect a transaction.
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The Federal Banking Act

Granting a licence to a bank incorporated under Swiss law is sub5ect to additional licensing 
re’uirements if non-Swiss persons directly or indirectly hold more than half of the voting 
rights, or if they have a controlling in–uence through other means. ‘owever, it is re’uired 
that, in each case, these non-Swiss persons hold a /’ualiqed participationW. A participation 
is deemed a /’ualiqed participationW if it amounts to J0 per cent or more of the capital or 
voting rights of the bank or if a foreign investor has a controlling in–uence through other 
means. In practice, the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA) often re’uires 
the disclosure of participations of • per cent or more for its assessment of whether the 
re’uirements of a banking licence are continuously met. In particular, one or several of the 
following additional licensing re’uirements may apply;

K The corporate name of such bank must not indicate or suggest that it is controlled 
by Swiss persons or entities.

K The countries in which the holders of a ’ualiqed participation have their registered 
o3ce or their domicile must grant reciprocity. This means that Swiss residents and 
entities must have the possibility to operate a bank in the respective country, and that 
such banks are not sub5ect to more restrictive provisions compared to non-Swiss 
banks in Switzerland. This reciprocity re’uirement may not be imposed if barred by 
any obligations to the contrary in international treaties (as, for example, in relation to 
the member states of the jTO).

K FINMA may re’uest that a bank be sub5ect to ade’uate consolidated supervision by 
a non-Swiss supervisory authority if it forms part of a group active in the qnancial 
sector.

These licensing re’uirements apply if a Swiss bank becomes foreign controlled as described 
above, or if the already participating non-Swiss holders of a ’ualiqed participation change. 
In the latter case, a new special licence for foreign-controlled banks must be obtained prior 
to this event.

The Financial Institutions Act also contains similar re’uirements for qnancial institutions 
other than banks. In particular, the Financial Institutions Act extends the above-mentioned 
provisions for foreign-controlled banks to securities qrms. Furthermore, if a non-Swiss 
qnancial institution applies for an authorisation to establish a branch or representative 
o3ce in Switzerland, FINMA may make the granting of this authorisation contingent upon a 
guarantee of reciprocity with the state in which the relevant non-Swiss qnancial institution 
or the non-Swiss persons holding ’ualiqed participations have their place of residence or 
registered o3ce. Lastly, as a general principle, non-Swiss fund management companies may 
not establish branches or representative o3ces in Switzerland.

The Telecommunications Act

Sub5ect to international obligations to the contrary, the competent licensing authority may 
prohibit telecommunications service providers organised under foreign law from using radio 
fre’uencies or addressing resources (such as telephone numbers) or refuse to grant a 
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licence for using the radio fre’uency spectrum if the respective country under which the 
company is organised does not grant reciprocal rights.

The Nuclear Act

Sub5ect to international obligations to the contrary, the Swiss Federal Council may refuse 
to grant the general licence re’uired to build or operate a nuclear installation to companies 
organised under foreign law if the respective country in which the company is domiciled does 
not grant reciprocal rights. In addition, foreign companies must have a branch registered in 
the commercial register in Switzerland.

The Radio9T1 Act

Sub5ect to international obligations to the contrary, the competent licensing authority may 
refuse to grant broadcasting licences to a foreign-controlled legal entity, a Swiss legal entity 
with foreign participation or a natural person without Swiss citizenship if the respective 
foreign country does not grant reciprocal rights to a similar extent.

The Aviation Act

Unless international treaties provide otherwise, transporting passengers or cargo by aircraft 
commercially to and from Switzerland re’uires an operating licence from the Federal O3ce 
of Civil Aviation (FOCA). The applicable Aviation Act and Aviation Ordinance distinguish 
between domestic and foreign carriers. The FOCA only issues an operating licence to 
a carrier domiciled abroad if, inter alia, no material Swiss interests are affected and 
the respective foreign country permits Swiss companies to transport persons or cargo 
commercially to an e’uivalent extent. In 5ustiqed cases, the re’uirement of reciprocity may 
be waived.

jhile, as shown above, there are various industries in which the foreign ownership of an 
ac’uirer is to be taken into account when a particular transaction or investment is reviewed, 
in none of these industries or sectors is national interest the sole decisive criteria for the 
permissibility of such a transaction or investment. An exception to this only exists under 
the Lex Holler where the main goal is to prevent the /selling off of the Swiss homeland to 
foreignersW and where the Swiss Federal Council may, in its discretion, consider national 
policy interests. As it would go beyond the scope of this overview to answer the below 
’uestions for all relevant industries and sectors, the focus is set on those industries and 
sectors where the ma5ority of foreign investments occur, namely the banking and the real 
estate industry.

Law stated - 17 November 2023

DeJnitions
-ow is a foreiKn inJestor or foreiKn inJestbent deOned in the applicajle 
lawq
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There is no generally applicable legal deqnition of /foreign investorW or /foreign investmentW 
under Swiss law. Rather, most acts that stipulate provisions on foreign investment contain 
a speciqc legal deqnition intended to serve the purpose of the relevant act.

The Lex Holler

The legal deqnitions contained in the Lex Holler distinguish between natural persons and 
companies (consisting of legal entities and companies capable of owning property but 
having no legal personality). jith respect to natural persons, the following persons are 
deqned as /persons abroadW;

K nationals of EU and EFTA countries who are not resident in SwitzerlandV

K nationals of the UH who have not already been resident in Switzerland since before J 
Danuary 202JV and

K nationals of other countries who do not have a valid Swiss residency authorisation (a 
C permit).

jith respect to companies, the Lex Holler covers;

K companies with their statutory or actual seat outside SwitzerlandV and

K companies with their statutory and actual seat in Switzerland, in which persons 
abroad hold a dominant position (according to article 6 of the Lex Holler).

The Lex Holler also applies to buyers who are not sub5ect to the Lex Holler but who intend on 
buying real estate on behalf of a person abroad.

The Federal Banking Act

For the purposes of the Federal Banking Act, a /foreignerW is;

J. an individual who has neither a Swiss citizenship nor a permanent residence permit 
in SwitzerlandV

2. a legal entity or partnership that has its registered seat outside SwitzerlandV or

:. a legal entity or partnership that has its registered seat in Switzerland, but is controlled 
by individuals as deqned under (J).

Law stated - 17 November 2023

Special rules for SOEs and SWFs
Hre there special rules for inJestbents bade jy foreiKn state(owned 
enterprises )SEWsx and soJereiKn wealth funds )SFRsxq -ow is an SEW 
or SFR deOnedq

No special rules exist for investments made by foreign SOEs or SjFs.
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Law stated - 17 November 2023

Relevant authorities
Fhich o‘cials or jodies are the cobpetent authorities to reJiew berKers 
or ackuisitions on national interest Kroundsq

As there are currently no generally applicable Swiss laws on foreign investments, there is 
no single competent Swiss authority to review mergers or ac’uisitions on national interest 
grounds. epending on the thresholds set forth in the CartA or the industry or sector in which 
a foreign investment takes place, one or more authorities may be competent to review the 
foreign investments either comprehensively or with respect to certain aspects.

If, for example, a bank incorporated under Swiss law is concerned, the competent authority 
is FINMA, whereas the Lex Holler provides that each canton has its own approval authority 
responsible for granting authorisations to ac’uire real estate located in the respective canton 
by persons abroad. Furthermore, under the Lex Holler, the Swiss Federal Council may upon 
re’uest by the cantonal government order an exemption (and authorise an ac’uisition that 
would be prohibited otherwise) or deny an ac’uisition by a person abroad on grounds of 
public policy. jith respect to the Telecommunications sector, the competent authorities to 
review and license radio fre’uencies would be the Federal O3ce of Communications as well 
as the Federal Communications Commission.

Although the CartA does not contain any speciqc review or qling re’uirements relating 
to notions other than competition, transactions covered by the CartA and meeting the 
respective (turnover) thresholds must be notiqed to the Swiss Competition Commission.

Law stated - 17 November 2023

Relevant authorities
IotwithstandinK the ajoJe(bentioned laws and policies’ how buch 
discretion do the authorities haJe to approJe or regect transactions on 
national interest Kroundsq

The re’uirements for obtaining clearance or any form of approval or licence by the 
competent Swiss authorities are set out exhaustively in the respective laws and regulations. 
The competent Swiss authorities retain a certain degree of discretion to determine whether 
all of the re’uirements are su3ciently met and, as a conse’uence, to approve or re5ect 
a re’uest for clearance, approval or licence. As a matter of general constitutional and 
administrative law, however, this discretion is generally limited, and exceeding the limits of 
discretion usually forms the basis of an appeal before courts. In particular, an authority must 
abide by the rule of law and exercise its discretion in a reasonable manner (ie, not abuse, 
exceed or unreasonably refrain from exercising its discretion).

Law stated - 17 November 2023

PROCEDURE
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jurisdictional thresholds
Fhat gurisdictional thresholds triKKer a reJiew or application of the lawq 
ms OlinK bandatoryq

Again, in light of the fact that no generally applicable laws on foreign investments exist in 
Switzerland, there are no generally applicable thresholds that trigger a foreign investment 
review. The relevant Swiss laws  whose applicability may depend on various factors and 
not 5ust national interest in the strict sense  do, however, contain speciqc thresholds and 
triggering re’uirements.

The Lex Holler

Any actions that ’ualify as an /ac’uisitionW of residential real estate assets in Switzerland 
within the broad meaning of the Swiss Federal Act on the Ac’uisition of Immovable Property 
in Switzerland by Foreign Non-Residents (the Lex Holler) are sub5ect to the Lex Holler if the 
ac’uiring person ’ualiqes as a person abroad. The qling of an application for authorisation 
is mandatory. Failure to qle an application and to obtain an authorisation for the ac’uisition 
may, among other things, lead to the ac’uisition being declared null and void.

The Federal Banking Act

Each individual or legal entity must notify the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority 
(FINMA) prior to ac’uiring or selling a direct or indirect ’ualiqed participation in a bank 
organised under Swiss law. This notiqcation duty also applies if a foreigner increases or 
reduces its ’ualiqed participation and thereby attains, falls below or exceeds 20, :: or •0 
per cent of the capital or voting rights in the bank. The bank itself is also re’uired to notify 
FINMA of any changes triggering the notiqcation duty of the shareholders when it becomes 
aware of such a change.

In the case of a foreign-controlled bank, this bank must apply for a special licence from 
FINMA prior to any change of a foreign holder holding a ’ualiqed participation. In its 
application, the bank must demonstrate all the facts based on which FINMA may assess 
whether the conditions for the special permit are fulqlled.

The Competition Law

The Swiss Federal Act on Cartels and Other Restraints of Competition (the CartA) and the 
Ordinance on the Control of Concentrations of Undertakings (together with the CartA, the 
Competition Law) cover mergers of two or more independent enterprises as well as any 
action (eg, ac’uisition of a participation and conclusion of a contract) by which one or 
more enterprises directly or indirectly ac’uire (5oint) control of one or more independent 
enterprises or parts thereof. In general, the threshold test applied to these mergers is solely 
based on turnover. In particular, for the last business year prior to the merger, the enterprises 
concerned must have reported an aggregate turnover of at least 2 billion Swiss francs 
worldwide or an aggregate turnover in Switzerland of at least •00 million Swiss francs, and 
at least two of the enterprises involved in the transaction must have reported individual 
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turnovers in Switzerland of at least J00 million Swiss francs. In the case of banks, the 
turnover is calculated based on gross income, and in the case of insurance companies based 
on gross annual insurance premium.

In addition, once the Swiss Competition Commission (ComCo) has established that a 
speciqc enterprise holds a dominant position in a relevant market, each merger transaction 
involving that enterprise in the market in which it holds a dominant market position  or an 
ad5acent, upstream or downstream market  is sub5ect to the notiqcation re’uirement.

If one of the above thresholds (ie, turnover or established dominant position) is met, merger 
qlings are mandatory.

Law stated - 17 November 2023

National interest clearance
Fhat is the procedure for ojtaininK national interest clearance of 
transactions and other inJestbentsq Hre there any OlinK feesq ms OlinK 
bandatoryq

As there is no generally applicable re’uirement for obtaining clearance of foreign 
investments based on national interest, no standard notiqcation procedure is applicable.

The Lex Holler

The application must be qled with the competent approval authority of the canton where the 
real estate asset is located. An application must usually contain all relevant information with 
respect to the ac’uisition and the underlying real estate asset. As the cantons are entrusted 
with the responsibility and authority to apply and ensure compliance with the Lex Holler, 
the re’uired format and content as well as the amount of the fees charged depend on the 
local practice and implementing regulations of the competent cantonal authorities. As a 
conse’uence of a failure to qle a Lex Holler application, and in the case of transactions that 
must be registered in the land registry (asset deals), the competent land registry must refuse 
to register the transfer of ownership and must grant the buyer a (short) deadline to obtain 
clearance. Otherwise, the authorities typically intervene (by re’uesting certain information 
to start investigations) whenever they become aware of the transaction (which may also be 
post-closing).

The qling of an application for authorisation is mandatory. Failure to qle an application and to 
obtain an authorisation for the ac’uisition may, among other things, lead to the ac’uisition 
being declared null and void.

The Federal Banking Act

Each individual or legal entity must notify FINMA prior to ac’uiring or selling a direct or 
indirect ’ualiqed participation in a bank organised under Swiss law. Further, in the case of a 
foreign-controlled bank, the bank must qle an application with FINMA for a special licence 
prior to any change of a foreign holder of a ’ualiqed participation.
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Law stated - 17 November 2023

National interest clearance
Fhich party is responsijle for securinK approJalq

The Lex Holler

The ac’uiring person abroad under the Lex Holler is responsible for securing the approval of 
the ac’uisition by the competent cantonal authority.

The Federal Banking Act

The individual or legal entity ac’uiring or selling a direct or indirect ’ualiqed participation in 
a bank organised under Swiss law must notify FINMA prior to this ac’uisition or sale. The 
bank itself is also re’uired to notify FINMA of any changes triggering the notiqcation duty of 
the shareholders when it becomes aware of such a change. A foreign-controlled bank must 
qle an application with FINMA for a special licence prior to any change of a foreign holder of 
a ’ualiqed participation.

Law stated - 17 November 2023

Review process
-ow lonK does the reJiew process taAeq Fhat factors deterbine the 
tibelines for clearanceq Hre there any e ebptions’ or any e pedited or 
fast(tracA? optionsq

The duration of the review process depends on the relevant Swiss act applicable in the 
individual case. ‘owever, in virtually all proceedings before Swiss authorities any and all 
information needed for a speciqc qling is to be submitted when the actual qling is qrst made, 
thereby speeding up the review process as the clock for any applicable review period typically 
starts running only when the qling is complete.

The Lex Holler

The duration of the review process varies from canton to canton and largely depends on the 
complexity of the sub5ect matter of the ac’uisition as well as the composition, organisation 
and workload of the competent cantonal approval authority. The availability of /fast-trackW 
options must also be veriqed separately for every canton. Finally, the willingness to obtain 
waivers from federal appeal authorities to shorten the impact on the timeline must be 
assessed on a case-by-case basis.

The Federal Banking Act
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The timing of FINMAWs approvals or other orders largely depends on its workload. The 
process for securing a special banking licence in the case of a foreign-controlled bank may 
take three months. ‘owever, if the country of domicile or residence of the foreigner is not 
a member state of the jTO, the process may take longer as FINMA will have to assess 
whether the respective country grants the right of reciprocity.

If the ac’uirer is not a /foreignerW as deqned in the Federal Banking Act, no approval or licence 
is re’uired and, thus, a statement issued by FINMA is available within a shorter time frame.

The Competition Law

ComCo is re’uired to notify the involved enterprises within one month after the date of 
receipt of the complete notiqcation as to whether it intends to initiate an in-depth (phase 
II) investigation. If no notiqcation is made by ComCo within this period, the transaction can 
be completed. In practice, it is possible to shorten the one-month period in less complex 
qlings if, prior to the qling of the formal notiqcation, a draft qling is submitted to ComCo 
for its review, thereby enabling ComCo to communicate its position before the lapse of the 
one-month period.

Law stated - 17 November 2023

Review process
Must the reJiew je cobpleted jefore the parties can close the 
transactionq Fhat are the penalties or other consekuences if the parties 
ibplebent the transaction jefore clearance is ojtainedq

As a general rule, the review must be completed before closing of the transaction, unless the 
applicable Swiss act provides otherwise.

The Lex Holler

The competent cantonal authority must review an ac’uisition before closingV an ac’uisition 
without the re’uired authorisation becomes null and void. Further, actions to reinstate and 
enforce the legal status, or actions aiming at the dissolution of a legal entity, may be brought 
by authorities against the parties of the ac’uisition. In addition, qnancial penalties and 
imprisonment may be imposed.

The Federal Banking Act

If a Swiss individual or entity ac’uires a ’ualiqed participation in a bank organised under 
Swiss law, in theory, only notiqcation obligations are triggered. On the other hand, if a foreign 
holder of a ’ualiqed participation changes, a foreign-controlled bank must apply to FINMA 
for a special licence. If this bank does not obtain the respective special licence prior to the 
closing of the transaction, the potential penalties and conse’uences for non-compliance can 
be severeV in particular, the person who missed to qle an application intentionally is sub5ect 
to a monetary qne of up to •00,000 Swiss francs. Further, the Financial Market Supervision 
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Act provides FINMA with various enforcement rights. These include, inter alia, opening an 
investigation, conqscating any proqt that a supervised person or entity or a responsible 
person in a management position has made through a serious violation of the supervisory 
provisions, revoking a supervised personWs or entityWs licence, or withdrawing its recognition 
or cancelling its registration if it no longer fulqls the re’uirements for its activity or seriously 
violates the supervisory provisions. If FINMA has reasonable grounds for suspecting an 
offence, it may qle criminal complaints with the Legal Service of the Federal epartment of 
Finance.

The Competition Law

As a general rule, the consummation of a merger is prohibited until the one-month review 
period lapses. This provisional ban is lifted if, prior to the lapse of the one-month period, 
ComCo notiqes the enterprises that it regards the concentration as compliant with the 
Competition Law. Enterprises may face a qne of up to J million Swiss francs if they do not 
comply with the provisional ban. Further, this non-complying enterprise may be re’uired 
to take measures to reinstate effective competition (eg, by unwinding the transaction or 
ceasing to exercise effective control).

Law stated - 17 November 2023

Involvement of authorities
Can forbal or inforbal Kuidance frob the authorities je ojtained prior 
to a OlinK jeinK badeq Do the authorities e pect pre(OlinK dialoKue or 
beetinKsq

Swiss authorities are typically responsive to re’uests for informal guidance, in particular in 
those cases where the supervised or regulated enterprise already has an existing relationship 
with the competent authority. In most cases, there is no formal guidance available to 
applicants. Although there is no speciqc re’uirement to have pre-qling dialogues or meetings, 
early information is appreciated by the competent authorities in more complex transactions.

Law stated - 17 November 2023

Involvement of authorities
Fhen are KoJernbent relations’ pujlic affairs’ lojjyinK or other 
specialists bade use of to support the reJiew of a transaction jy the 
authoritiesq Hre there any other lawful inforbal procedures to facilitate 
or e pedite clearanceq

Usually, neither government relations nor public affairs or lobbying specialists are made use 
of, although lobbying is not prohibited under Swiss law. The key elements of a successful 
proceeding are an accurate and complete application when formally qled and that the 
attorneys in charge of the qling have a good working relationship with the respective 
authorities.
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Law stated - 17 November 2023

Involvement of authorities
Fhat post(closinK or retroactiJe powers do the authorities haJe to reJiew’ 
challenKe or unwind a transaction that was not otherwise sujgect to 
pre(berKer reJiewq

If the speciqc Swiss acts (such as the Federal Banking Act, the Swiss Federal Act on 
Telecommunications and the CartA) applicable to a transaction do not re’uire a review of 
a particular transaction, there is no general Swiss act that would permit the review of this 
transaction based on national interest grounds.

Law stated - 17 November 2023

SUBSTANTIVE ASSESSMENT

Substantive test
Fhat is the sujstantiJe test for clearance and on whob is the onus for 
showinK the transaction does or does not satisfy the testq

The grounds on which a transaction may be cleared, restricted or prohibited differ depending 
on the Swiss acts applicable to the speciqc case (which, in turn, depends on the industry 
sector concerned). Swiss authorities are generally re’uired by law to establish the facts 
of the case ex o3cio and obtain evidence by means of the following; o3cial documents, 
information from the parties, information or testimony from third parties, and inspections 
and expert opinions. Although the involved parties do not have the burden of proof, the 
parties may qle additional documents and provide further information together with their 
application.

Law stated - 17 November 2023

Substantive test
To what e tent will the authorities consult or cooperate with o‘cials in 
other countries durinK the sujstantiJe assessbentq

Swiss authorities are re’uired by law to establish the facts of the case ex o3cio. jhile 
the Federal Act on Administrative Procedure does not contain any generally applicable rule 
as to when Federal authorities may and shall consult and cooperate with o3cials in other 
countries, certain Swiss acts contain rules that deal with these ’uestions. The Financial 
Market Supervision Act, for instance, provides that the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory 
Authority (FINMA) may re’uest information from foreign qnancial market supervisory 
authorities in order to enforce qnancial market legislation. In addition, the agreement 
between Switzerland and the European Union concerning cooperation on the application 
of their competition laws provides for a framework for closer cooperation regarding their 
respective enforcement activities.
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Law stated - 17 November 2023

Other relevant parties
Fhat other parties bay jecobe inJolJed in the reJiew processq Fhat 
riKhts and standinK do cobplainants haJeq

In general, Swiss authorities may consider other partiesW concerns when exercising their 
discretionary powerV however, such other parties do not have any speciqc rights with 
respect to the proceedings unless speciqcally stipulated by the relevant act in ’uestion. 
In a proceeding before a federal authority governed by the Federal Act on Administrative 
Procedure, a person who falls within the deqnition of a /partyW (being a person whose rights 
or obligations are intended to be affected by the order and other persons, organisations 
or authorities who have a legal remedy against the order) has the right to be involved 
in the proceeding (which, among others, includes the right to be heard and the right to 
inspect qles). In merger control cases governed by the CartA and the Ordinance on the 
Control of Concentrations of Undertakings (together with the CartA, the Competition Law), 
for instance, the Swiss Competition Commission (ComCo) will often send out ’uestionnaires 
to customers and competitors soliciting their opinion on a merger qling.

jith respect to the Lex Holler, the following third parties have a right of appeal; persons with 
a legitimate interest in the ruling being reversed or amended as well as the cantonal authority 
or the Federal O3ce of Dustice and in certain cases the commune in which the immovable 
property is located can challenge the ruling.

Law stated - 17 November 2023

Prohibition and obKections to transaction
Fhat powers do the authorities haJe to prohijit or otherwise interfere with 
a transactionq

The powers of the competent authorities to prohibit or otherwise interfere with a transaction 
differ depending on the Swiss act applicable to the speciqc case (which, again, depends on 
the industry sector concerned). As an example;

The Swiss Federal Act on the Ac’uisition of Immovable Property in Switzerland by Foreign 
Non-Residents (the Lex Holler)

The competent cantonal authority must review an ac’uisition before closingV an ac’uisition 
without the re’uired authorisation becomes null and void. Further, actions to reinstate and 
enforce the legal status, or actions aiming at the dissolution of a legal entity, may be brought 
by authorities against the parties of the ac’uisition. In addition, qnancial penalties and 
imprisonment may be imposed.

The Swiss Federal Banking Act
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If a Swiss individual or entity ac’uires a ’ualiqed participation in a bank organised under 
Swiss law, in theory, only notiqcation obligations are triggered. On the other hand, if a foreign 
holder of a ’ualiqed participation changes, a foreign-controlled bank must apply to FINMA 
for a special licence. If this bank does not obtain the respective special licence prior to the 
closing of the transaction, the potential penalties and conse’uences for non-compliance can 
be severeV in particular, the person who missed to qle an application intentionally is sub5ect 
to a monetary qne of up to •00,000 Swiss francs. Further, the Financial Market Supervision 
Act provides FINMA with various enforcement rights. These include, inter alia, opening an 
investigation, conqscating any proqt that a supervised person or entity or a responsible 
person in a management position has made through a serious violation of the supervisory 
provisions, revoking a supervised personWs or entityWs licence, or withdrawing its recognition 
or cancelling its registration if it no longer fulqls the re’uirements for its activity or seriously 
violates the supervisory provisions. If FINMA has reasonable grounds for suspecting an 
offence, it may qle criminal complaints with the Legal Service of the Federal epartment of 
Finance.

The Competition Law

As a general rule, the consummation of a merger is prohibited until the one-month review 
period lapses. This provisional ban is lifted if, prior to the lapse of the one-month period, 
ComCo notiqes the enterprises that it regards the concentration as compliant with the 
Competition Law. Enterprises may face a qne of up to J million Swiss francs if they do not 
comply with the provisional ban. Further, this non-complying enterprise may be re’uired 
to take measures to reinstate effective competition (eg, by unwinding the transaction or 
ceasing to exercise effective control).

In sum, if the speciqc Swiss acts applicable to a particular transaction do not re’uire a 
review of the transaction, there is no general Swiss act that would permit the review of the 
transaction based on national interest grounds.

Law stated - 17 November 2023

Prohibition and obKections to transaction
ms it possijle to rebedy or aJoid the authorities? ojgections to a 
transaction’ for e abple’ jy KiJinK undertaAinKs or aKreeinK to other 
bitiKation arranKebentsq

In general, the competent authority may issue a decision sub5ect to certain conditions 
and re’uirements. These conditions or re’uirements may also contain undertakings of the 
addressee of a ruling. jhile the competent authority has fairly wide discretion in stipulating 
conditions and re’uirements, these conditions or re’uirements must be permitted by law (be 
it explicitly or implicitly) and comply with general constitutional and administrative principles, 
such as the principle of proportionality.

Law stated - 17 November 2023
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Challenge and appeal
Can a neKatiJe decision je challenKed or appealedq

As a general principle, any decision issued by a Swiss authority (being the qrst instance) 
and negatively affecting the addressee may be challenged or appealed either before the 
competent Swiss superior authority or Swiss courts. In light of the fact that there are no 
generally applicable Swiss laws on foreign investments, it must be assessed under each 
speciqc act applicable to the industry or sector in ’uestion as to which appeal body is 
competent.

Law stated - 17 November 2023

ConJdential information
Fhat safeKuards are in place to protect conOdential inforbation frob 
jeinK dissebinated and what are the consekuences if conOdentiality is 
jreachedq

Conqdential information submitted to the competent Swiss authorities is generally protected 
by article :20 of the Swiss Criminal CodeV hence, information ’ualifying as /conqdentialW 
under this provision must not be disclosed to the public. Any person who discloses 
conqdential information conqded to him or her in his or her capacity as a member of an 
authority or as a public o3cial, or that has come to his or her knowledge in the course of 
execution of his or her o3cial duties, is sub5ect to a custodial sentence not exceeding three 
years or to a qne.

Further, article 2 : of the Swiss Criminal Code also protects secret o3cial proceedingsV 
any person who publishes, without authorisation, information from the qles, proceedings 
or o3cial investigations of an authority, which have been lawfully declared secret by that 
authority, is sub5ect to a qne.

Law stated - 17 November 2023

RECENT CASES

Relevant recent case law
Discuss in detail up to three recent cases that re ect how the foreKoinK 
laws and policies were applied and the outcobe’ includinK’ where 
possijle’ e abples of regections@

As there are no generally applicable Swiss laws on foreign investments, there exist no recent 
cases relevant to foreign investment control that could be discussed here.

Law stated - 17 November 2023

UPDATE AND TRENDS
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ey developments of the past year
Hre there any deJelopbents’ eberKinK trends or hot topics in foreiKn 
inJestbent reJiew reKulation in your gurisdictionq Hre there any current 
proposed chanKes in the law or policy that will haJe an ibpact on foreiKn 
inJestbent and national interest reJiewq

In recent years, foreign investment review regulations have become common on an 
international level. This has been due to the fact that both private and government-backed 
companies from large emerging markets have increasingly made cross-border investments. 
Their focus has at least partially fallen on companies from developed countries, including 
Switzerland. This trend has sparked a public debate in Switzerland as to whether it presents a 
threat to national security owing to the sale of, or foreign in–uence on, critical infrastructures. 
Another concern fre’uently raised is that investments by government-backed companies 
lead to competitive distortions.

In this context, discussions on the introduction of an investment control regime have also 
been taken up in Switzerland. In March 2020, the Swiss parliament mandated the Swiss 
Federal Council to draft legislation for the introduction of a foreign investment control. In 
May 2022, the Federal Council published a qrst draft of a foreign investment control bill for 
consultation. Based on the negative feedback and the widespread skepticism regarding the 
qrst draft, the Federal Council decided to substantially revise the draft legislation by the end 
of 202: and to limit it to investments that are most critical to security. According to the 
Federal Council, the revised bill will cover investments by foreign state-controlled investors 
regarding domestic companies operating in particularly critical sectors, such as the defence 
sector, the electricity transmission and production sector as well as the health and telecoms 
infrastructure sector. Once the revised bill is available, it will be sub5ect to parliamentary 
discussion. The new legislation is not expected to enter into force before 202•.

In addition, there are currently parliamentary discussions taking place regarding the 
amendment to the Lex Holler that would restrict the ac’uisition of strategic energy 
infrastructures (hydropower plants, pipelines for the transport of gaseous fuels, the 
electricity grid and nuclear power plants) by persons abroad to ensure security of supply 
in the energy sector. It is currently unclear whether the revised law will be accepted in 
parliament.

Last, merger control provisions in the Swiss Federal Act on Cartels and Other Restraints of 
Competition (the CartA) are currently undergoing a modernisation. In May 202:, the Federal 
Council adopted the dispatch on the partial revision of the CartA. Similar to the proposal 
of the Federal Council published in November 202J, according to the dispatch, the existing 
dominance test shall be replaced by the Signiqcant Impediment to Effective Competition 
(SIEC) Test, thereby lowering the threshold for intervention by the Competition Commission 
and allowing e3ciency beneqts of a merger to be taken into account. Secondly, the draft 
proposes to amend certain notiqcation re’uirements in international mergers. The draft bill 
is currently being discussed in parliament. The earliest entry into force of the revised CartA 
is expected to be in 202•.

Law stated - 17 November 2023
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